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About This Game

Message Quest is a tiny stained-glass point-n-click adventure about laziness and her herald.
This is a fairy tale in the best tradition of works such as “The Hobbit” or “The Chronicles of Narnia”, inspired by the art of

Studio Ghibli.

This is the story of a lazy herald called Feste. You may know heralds, the fellows who appear at the beginning of each journey,
looking for the hero in an attempt to deliver that “call to adventure” thing, right before the interesting stuff starts to happen.

That’s exactly the job our Feste must do. Find a hero, give him or her a call to adventure, and be done with it. No exploits, no
saving the world. But all he wants to do is sleep and eat candy. You must become his conscience and lead him through the

struggles and strange encounters of the Interworld Road.

A cute fantastic journey for one evening - the game lasts about an hour and a half, so you’ll get the full story in one session.

Features

Unusual stained glass graphics that make everything even more fairy taleish.
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Charming and unpredictable characters who will tell you their life stories.

Puzzles with traditional mechanics allow you to fully enjoy the story without losing game immersion.

Funny boss fights in true JRPG style with zany attacks and bonuses.

A new dialogue system that allows you to control both characters in a conversation.

Jokes and easter eggs that will surprise you when you least expect it.

A magical soundtrack written especially for Message Quest that will immerse you in the bizarre fantasy universe of
Interworld Road.
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Title: Message Quest
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Royal Troupe
Publisher:
Royal Troupe
Release Date: 22 Oct, 2015
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English,French,German,Dutch,Russian,Polish,Ukrainian
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Very cute and easy relaxing puzzle game. It does as it says on the box. A fun, quick game.
As a previous person mentioned, I think the game is aimed at children rather than adults.. entertaining little story, nice way to
spend an hour or so. good buy if on sale. i've spent $2 in worse ways.. OK it's short, I could even ask for a refund.
But it's cute, and there's Esperanto in it !
So thumbs up, well up.. The art style is really lovely! Very colorful and bright. The few battles have a bit of a learning curve but
are not frustrating. The puzzles are progressively more difficult--but I'm just not much of a puzzle person. The story is funny,
self-aware as a fantasy genre, and plays a lot on other pop culture games. It was a fun way to spend an hour and a half (less if I
had gotten the battles the first few times).. Quick little game with fantastic visuals. Good for a couple chuckles.. This is a cute
little adventure game. It's quite quick for playing, and an enjoyable story
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